The Ethics of Trophy Hunting
Sports in Literature 2019

Vocabulary: Write definitions for the following in your own words.

- equitable (adj.) -
- equivocal (adj.) -
- advocate (v.) -
- reverence (n.) -
- inherent (adj.) -
- substantiate (v.) -

Animal (see list on following page):
Research the following information about the animal. Explain each answer and be prepared to answer questions.

1) Where is it legal to hunt the animal? Is it something locals normally hunt?

2) What are the costs associated with hunting the animal? (look up everything from guides, camps, and transportation to government permits and fees)

3) What are the various fees used for?

4) What kind of hunting is permitted? (method, free range, closed farm, etc)

5) Is this animal of vital importance to the ecosystem?

6) Is there any unique or important information about the animal?

7) What usually happens with the animal post-hunt? (eaten as food, taxidermy, decoration, etc) Are there any rules about transporting the animal or parts of the animal between countries?

8) SOURCES:

9) CONCLUSION: Use all of the information you have gathered to form an opinion. Is it ethical to continue the legal hunting of this animal? Why?

Use the research above to create a quick five minutes presentation about the ethics of trophy hunting for your animal. Use a presentation program such as Slides, PowerPoint, Prezi, Canva, etc. Your presentation will include
- At least four slides
- THREE of the vocabulary words highlighted
- Visuals
Animals

Elephant
Lion
Hippopotamus
Crocodile
Rhinoceros
Leopard
Zebra
Ibex
Moose
Grizzly Bear
Cougar
Water Buffalo
Bluefin Tuna